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1. Motivation
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)

Popular tool, important nonparametric way to 
estimate PDF (smoothing technique) 

Provides simple way of finding data structures
without knowing PDF (Mugdadi& Ahmad,2004)

Application

Direct applications: ESDA and Data Visualization

Indirect applications to other nonparametric problems
Goodness-of-fit testing; Discriminant analysis; Regression

Hazard rate estimation; Intensity function estimation



1. Motivation
Univariate KDE : Received considerable attention

Practical utility 

Provides simple testing ground for learning it

Bivariate KDE: Important junction between the 
univariate and high-dimensional multivariate KDE

Bithell,1990

Kelsall&Diggle,1995 

Zhang et al., 2009

Multivariate KDE: Received less attention. 

Difficulties in viewing high dimensional density 
functions (Duong& Hazelton,2003)



1. Motivation
Increasing interests in modeling spatio-temporal 
data in recent years. (3-D)

Traditional KDE to handling this
Treat time as continuous VAR

Treat time as unordered VAR: Frequency-based 
estimator

Split the sample into many time slots and the number of 
observations lying in each slot may be insufficient to ensure 
the accurate nonparametric density estimation across space. 

It is common to encounter situations in which the number of 
slots exceeds the number of observations, hence the 
traditional KDE cannot be applied.



1. Motivation

Nonparametric KDE are frequently used to estimate 
joint distributions; However, conventional 
approaches CANNOT handle mixed discrete and 
continuous data efficiently. 

!! Necessary to study KDE for mixed data 
types !!

stKDE: 2 continuous + 1 ordered VARs



2. stKDE
KDE for continuous VAR (Product)

Figure1 Example of univariate KDEs Figure2 Example of bivarisate KDEs



2. stKDE

KDE for unordered discrete VAR
(Product) Kernel function (Aitchison and Aitken,1976)

KDE:

dix: number of ‘disagreement components’ between Xi and x



2. stKDE
KDE for ordered discrete var

(Product) Kernel function (Wang&van Ryzin,1981):

KDE:



2. stKDE

At present, Little attention has been 
paid to the more general case of mixed 
discrete and continuous variables 
(Li&Racine,2003), exceptions are

Tutz, 1991

Ahmad & Cerrito , 1994 

Li & Racine, 2003

Li & Racine, 2007



2. stKDE

KDE for mixed types: Generalized product 
kernel (function): for one continuous, one unordered, 
and one ordered variable would be defined as follows:

stKDE: 2 continuous and 1 ordered VARs



3. Bandwidth Selection

Selection of bandwidth is important 
(Bowman& Azzalini,2003; Mugdadi&Ahmad,2004)

(1) Reference rules-of-thumb

(2) Plug-in methods

(3) Data-driven methods
Least squares cross-validation (LSCV)
Likelihood cross-validation

(4) Bootstrap methods.



3. Bandwidth Selection

Error Criterion: MSE / ISE / MISE

Least squares cross-validation (LSCV)



4. Simulation study
Draw 100 Monte Carlo replications for each sample 
size (30,60,90,120,150). 3D N(0,1)

Smoothing parameters were selected via LSCV 
(conjugate gradient search algorithm). 

For each replication we computed the MSE. Median , 
5th and 95th percentiles of the MSE generated from 
the 100 replications are summarized.

Conventional frequency-based estimator were also 
obtained for comparison purposes.



4. Simulation study



5. Real Example: H5N1

Figure 3 Epidemic wave of monthly counted global 

H5N1 outbreaks from 1/1/2004 to 12/31/2009.

Figure4 stKDE for H5N1 of six epidemic waves



6. Future work

Algorithms

Spatial Epidemiology: RR, ER

False-Positive result: (Zhang et al., 2009)



stKDE
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